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Abstract
Choreographic programming is an emerging programming paradigm, whereby the overall behaviour
of a distributed system is coded as a choreography from a global viewpoint. The choreography can
then be automatically compiled (projected) to a correct implementation for each participant.

Choreographic programming is interesting because it relieves the programmer from manually
writing the separate send and receive actions performed by participants, which simplifies development
and avoids the problem of communication mismatches. However, the applicability of this paradigm
in the real world remains largely unexplored. The reason is twofold. First, while there have been
several proposals of choreographic programming languages, none of these languages have been used
to implement a realistic, widely-used protocol. Thus there is a lack of experience on how realistic
choreographic programs are structured and on the relevance of the different features explored in
theoretical models. Second, applications of choreographic programming shown so far are intrusive,
in the sense that each participant must use exactly the code projected from the choreography. This
prevents using the code generated from choreographies with existing third-party implementations of
some participants, something that is very beneficial for testing or might even come as a requirement.

This paper addresses both problems. In particular, we carry out the first development in
choreographic programming of a widespread real-world protocol: the Internet Relay Chat (IRC)
client–server protocol [20]. Our development is based on Choral, an object-oriented higher-order
choreographic programming language (choreographies can be parametric on choreographies and carry
state). Two of Choral’s features are key to our implementation: higher-order choreographies are
relevant for modelling the complex interaction patterns that can arise because of IRC’s asynchronous
nature; and user-definable communication semantics are relevant for achieving interoperability with
third-party implementations. We also discover a missing piece: the capability of statically detecting
that choices on alternative distributed behaviours are appropriately communicated by means of
message types. We extend the Choral compiler with an elegant solution based on subtyping.

Our experience shows that even if choreographic programming is still in its early life, it can
already be applied to a realistic setting.
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1 Introduction

Choreographic programming

Choreographic programming [27] is an emerging paradigm whose goal is to simplify the
implementation of concurrent and distributed software. Unlike in traditional development,
where the programmer produces a separate program for each role (a participant) within the
distributed system, choreographic programming allows for writing the collective behaviour of
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23:2 Real-World Choreographic Programming

A -> B : x;
A -> C : y;

C computes z;
C -> B : z;

. . .

Choreography with n roles

endpoint projection

send x to B;
send y to C;

. . .
Code for role A

recv from A into x;
recv from C into z;

. . .
Code for role B

. . . projected behaviour

Code for role n

Figure 1 Choreographic programming: the communication and computation behaviour of a
system is defined in a choreography, which is then projected (compiled) to distributed code (adapted
from [15]). The choreography on top is written in an Alice and Bob notation: ‘A -> B : x’ reads ‘A
communicates x to B’.

some roles and how these interact from a ‘global viewpoint’ in an artifact called a choreography.
The choreography can then be mechanically transformed by a compiler into executable code
for each role, a process called endpoint projection (EPP) [2, 3, 4, 16].

We illustrate choreographic programming using pseudocode in Figure 1. Essentially, a
choreography expresses directly the interactions that should take place among the roles of
interest, which are then compiled to the necessary send and receive actions to make these
interaction happen at runtime.

Thus, in addition to providing an explicit description of the interactions that should
take place, the paradigm lifts the burden of having to manually match the necessary
send/receive communication actions. Theories of choreographic programming come with
strong safety and liveness guarantees based on this aspect, like lack of communication errors
(two roles never try to perform incompatible actions directed at each other) and deadlock-
freedom [4, 16]. The simplicity and advantages offered by choreographic programming
motivated the implementation of several prototypes [4, 11, 13, 30], the development of
many theoretical models and extensions [23, 25, 24, 5, 9, 19], and the mechanisation of
its foundations in theorem provers [10, 18, 30]. An introduction to the foundations of the
paradigm can be found in [28].

The problem

Despite the recent interest in choreographic programming, there is still a considerable
lack of practical validation. The paradigm’s potential and applicability in the real world
remain largely unexplored. In particular, to date choreographic programming has yet to
be used in the implementation of a realistic, widely-used protocol. Such an activity would
hopefully provide insight into how choreographic programs can codify the informally-specified
interaction patterns encountered in the wild.

An additional roadblock is how existing choreographic programming languages deal with
knowledge of choice [6]. Knowledge of choice is the problem that when the behaviour of a
choreography depends on a choice made by one role, the choice has to be communicated
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to all of the other involved roles as well, so that they can accordingly select their own
appropriate code paths. In choreographic programming languages, choices are explicitly
communicated by means of special primitives called selections, which carry special statically-
enumerated values called labels (e.g., Left and Right). This static information is used by
choreography compilers to detect that knowledge of choice is addressed. However, many
real-world protocols communicate choice information implicitly as part of communicated
data. For example, information about a choice might be given as part of a string inside
of a message. This mismatch between choreographic programming languages and practice
impedes writing choreographies whose projections can interoperate with and be tested against
existing third-party implementations.

This work

We carry out the first development of a widespread real-world protocol using choreographic
programming. Specifically, we implement the Internet Relay Chat (IRC) client–server protocol
[1, 20] using the choreographic programming language Choral [14].

IRC is an ideal candidate for our aim because it is a mature protocol that has been widely
used for decades. This gives us an environment that is well-understood, stable, and rich with
many third-party implementations, which we can use to investigate how well choreographic
programming can deal with the aforementioned issues.

Choral was chosen because of its support for modelling behaviour using higher-order
choreographies, something that was necessary to capture and generalise the complex interac-
tion patterns that we identified within IRC. Furthermore, Choral was also extensible enough
for us to define a communication semantics that complies with the wire format specified in
the IRC protocol.

Our key contributions are:

A choreographic implementation of IRC, given in terms of a Choral program. Our imple-
mentation can interoperate with several of the most popular third-party implementations
of IRC clients and servers.
A modular choreographic library that, for the first time, captures full-duplex asynchronous
communications. Capturing this pattern is necessary to implement IRC. Our library is
designed to be reusable in the future.
An extension of the Choral compiler to a new kind of selection mechanism for knowledge
of choice, which is based on types rather than statically-enumerated values. Our extension
allows for transmitting choices as user-definable parts of message payloads, which is key
to interoperability.
An evaluation of this first experience in applying choreographic programming to real-world
interoperable software, including advantages and suggestions for future improvements.

Structure of the Paper

Section 2 provides the relevant background on the IRC protocol specification and Choral.
Section 3 describes the overall architecture of our IRC implementation. Section 4 reports
the interesting parts of our choreography, how we implemented the full-duplex asynchronous
communcation pattern found in IRC, and our reusable library for that pattern. It also illus-
trates how the choreographic approach helped with obtaining a simpler codebase. Section 5
discusses how we achieved interoperability and our new mechanism for type-driven selections.
The conformance (interoperability) and performance of our implementation is evaluated in
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23:4 Real-World Choreographic Programming

Section 6. We discuss additional overall aspects of our experience in Section 7 and related
work in Section 8. Finally, we conclude in Section 9.

2 Background

2.1 Internet Relay Chat (IRC)
Internet Relay Chat (IRC) [1] is a text-based chat protocol that originated in 1988. Today, it
remains widespread: the top 100 IRC networks serve approximately quarter to half a million
users at a time, and are especially popular in the free and open-source software (FOSS)
community.

The core of IRC is its TCP-based client–server protocol [20] that enables many clients to
communicate using channels and private messages. Upon connecting, users can choose a
nickname and can join and leave channels at will. Channels are created dynamically and
serve to group users, with a message to a channel being broadcast to all of its members. The
client–server protocol is essential to ensure interoperability of the many available IRC client
applications with IRC servers.

IRC also specifies a server–server protocol [21], which can be used by a group of servers
to form an IRC network. Unlike the client–server protocol, the server–server protocol is in
practice taken more as an inspiration than a standard. In the time after its specification,
servers have greatly diverged in their implementations of this protocol, with some of them
even creating completely new ones. Since servers that are a part of a network are usually
operated by the same operator and hence run the same software, interoperability is not a big
concern and can be considered as an implementation detail. For this reason, in the remainder
we focus our efforts on the client–server protocol.

All communication between a client and a server is done using IRC messages that follow
a uniform format as defined by the IRC specification. On the wire, IRC messages are (most
often) UTF-8 encoded strings that consist of a command and zero or more space-separated
parameters, with the last parameter optionally being preceded by a colon to allow for the
inclusion of spaces: COMMAND param1 param2 :trailing param. Messages sent by the server
must also contain a prefix called the source, which starts with a colon and indicates the
originator of the message, usually either the server’s hostname or a client’s nickname. For
example, the IRC message :bob PRIVMSG #compsci :Hello there would be sent by the
server to members of the #compsci channel to notify them that bob sent Hello there as a
message to the channel. For brevity, we will most often omit the source in our examples.
Finally, each IRC message has to be terminated with a carriage return–line feed (CRLF)
pair, just like in HTTP [12], and can be no longer than 512 bytes in length including the
terminating pair.

IRC defines a number of commands for different purposes. The meaning of some commands
depends on the side that sent it (client or server). The client can send messages to register
its nickname or username, join or leave a channel, send messages to channels or individual
users, disconnect from the server, etc. The server on the other hand can send messages to
announce a client joining or leaving a channel, acknowledge and reply to the client’s requests,
report errors, etc. A special class of commands sent only by the server as replies to a client’s
requests are called numeric replies, since their names consist only of digits. They are given
symbolic names by the specification for convenience, but only their numeric names can ever
be used on the wire. Table 1 shows some of the most common IRC commands, which will
also be used in examples in the remainder.

What makes IRC interesting from a choreographic perspective is the fact that it is
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Command Client → Server Server → Client

PING ping the server ping the client
PONG reply to a ping reply to a ping
NICK set the nickname acknowledge the nickname
USER set the username n/a
JOIN join a channel acknowledge or announce a join
PART leave a channel acknowledge or announce a part
MODE set user or channel flags set user or channel flags

PRIVMSG send a message deliver a message
QUIT disconnect n/a

001 (RPL_WELCOME) n/a registration complete
353 (RPL_NAMREPLY) n/a list of channel members
366 (RPL_ENDOFNAMES) n/a end of list of channel members

421 (ERR_UNKNOWNCOMMAND) n/a unknown command
Table 1 Some of the most common IRC commands. Each entry contains the name of a command

along with short descriptions of its meaning when sent by the client (second column) vs. when sent
by the server (third column), as some messages can be sent by either side.

a full-duplex asynchronous protocol. Both the client and the server are able to initiate
communication and send IRC messages at any point in time without having to wait for
each other (full-duplex). Furthermore, the responses from both sides can arrive out-of-
order compared to their initial requests, meaning one should not block waiting for a reply
(asynchronous). Even more, although most messages generate some sort of reply from the
other participant, there are cases where a message does not result in any reply. Figure 2
shows a simple exchange between an IRC client and server.

2.2 Choral
Choral [14] is an object-oriented choreographic programming language. Its syntax closely
mirrors that of Java, but extends all types and literals to express the roles at which they are
located. A type might mention multiple roles, denoting distribution. For example, the code
of a class MyClass@(A,B,C) can involve the roles A, B, and C. Choral code is then projected
to separate Java code for each role. For example, class MyClass@(A,B,C) would be compiled
to three Java classes called MyClass_A, MyClass_B, and MyClass_C, each containing the local
behaviour that the respective role should run to implement together with the others the
original choreographic code in MyClass@(A,B,C).

In Choral, choreographies are objects whose methods can involve communications between
the specified roles in order to describe distributed computations. Since choreographies are just
objects, they can be used in a way that is familiar to programmers used to the object-oriented
style. A choreography (or the code compiled from it) can be instantiated multiple times if
an application needs to participate in multiple instances of it. Parameters can be supplied to
the constructor or any of the methods in order to capture variations of the choreography’s
behaviour. Most importantly, choreographies in Choral can be passed as arguments and
returned as values like any other object, which makes it possible to compose them and create
higher-order choreographies. This feature allows for reuse and the development of libraries
with different interaction patterns.

Communication in Choral is performed through channels, which are objects with methods
that move data from one role to another. Choral comes with a standard hierarchy of interfaces

CVIT 2016
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Client

connect

Server

NICK alice 

USER aph 0 * :Alyssa P. Hacker

001 alice Welcome

JOIN #compsci

JOIN #compsci

Connection
registration

Client joins
a channel

Server
welcomeMODE alice +i

Figure 2 An example IRC exchange. The NICK–USER sequence is the most basic form of connection
registration initiated by the client upon connecting to the server. When successful, the server replies
with a series of welcome messages after which the client is free to send other commands, such as join
a channel. Notice that not every message has a response from the other side.

for channels, where each interface encodes a different variation of properties one might want
from a channel—whether the data is communicated in just one or both directions, what is
the kind of data that can be communicated, etc. Figure 3 shows two of the more common
channel interfaces.

The example in Figure 4 showcases a small choreography where a channel’s com method
is used to communicate an integer from role A to role B.

As touched upon in Section 1, every choreographic language needs a way of dealing with
the problem of knowledge of choice—how can a decision between alternative choreographies
made at one role be propagated to all other involved roles so that they are aware they should
behave differently? The standard way of dealing with this issue is using selections. Selections
are special communications that transfer statically enumerated values called labels, which in
Choral are just values of an enumeration type.

Figure 5 shows a simple example of how selections are used in Choral (from [13]).
In method consumeItems, role B consumes a sequence of integer values located at role A.
Sooner or later however, the sequence will be exhausted and the method has to stop. The
implementation of the method therefore has to perform selections so that role A can signal
to role B when to stop expecting values. In this case, enumeration values GO and STOP are
used as labels that encode this binary choice.

Upon receiving a label, a role can determine which branch of a conditional it has to take in
order to comply with the behaviour of the choreography. Figure 6 shows the two projections
of the choreography in Figure 5 generated by the Choral compiler, which illustrate this point.
In particular, notice how the projection for role B contains a switch expression that chooses
the appropriate code path depending on the received label.

Finally, Choral also makes it straightforward to use existing Java code within a choreog-
raphy through header files that inform the Choral compiler how Java classes can be used in
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public interface DiChannel@(A, B)<T@X> {
<S@Y extends T@Y> S@B com(S@A m);

@SelectionMethod
<T@X extends Enum@X<T>> T@B select(T@A m);

}

public interface SymChannel@(A, B)<T@X> extends DiChannel@(A, B)<T>,
DiChannel@(B, A)<T> {}

Choral

Figure 3 Two of Choral’s many channel interfaces. DiChannel models a directed channel—a
channel capable of communicating data (of some generic type T) and performing selections in a single
direction, from A to B. The @SelectionMethod annotation is a special hint to the Choral compiler
that the method select is used to perform a selection (selections are covered later). SymChannel
models a symmetric channel—a bidirectional channel capable of communicating data (of the same
generic type T) and performing selections in both directions.

public class Communication@(A, B) {
private SymChannel@(A, B)<Integer> ch;

public Communication(SymChannel@(A, B)<Integer> ch) {
this.ch = ch;

}

public Integer@A increment(Integer@A x) {
return ch.<Integer>com(ch.<Integer>com(x) + 1@B);

}
}

Choral

Figure 4 A Choral snippet demonstrating how a channel’s com method is used to communicate
data between roles. The integer passed to method increment is communicated from role A to role B,
incremented at role B, and then moved from role B back to role A.

public enum Choice@A { GO, STOP }
Choral

public class Selection@(A, B) {
private SymChannel@(A, B)<Integer> ch;

public Selection(SymChannel@(A, B)<Integer> ch) {
this.ch = ch;

}

void consumeItems(Iterator@A<Integer> it, Consumer@B<Integer> consumer) {
if (it.hasNext()) {

ch.<Choice>select(Choice@A.GO);
consumer.accept(ch.<Integer>com(it.next()));
consumeItems(it, consumer);

} else {
ch.<Choice>select(Choice@A.STOP);

}
}

}
Choral

Figure 5 A Choral snippet demonstrating how a channel’s select method is used to perform a
selection in order to deal with the knowledge of choice problem. Choral’s channels support using
any value of an enumeration type as a label.

CVIT 2016
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public class Selection_A {
private SymChannel_A<Integer> ch;

...

void consumeItems(Iterator<Integer> it) {
if (it.hasNext()) {

ch.<Choice>select(Choice.GO);
ch.<Integer>com(it.next());
consumeItems(it);

} else {
ch.<Choice>select(Choice.STOP);

}
}

} Projection

public class Selection_B {
private SymChannel_B<Integer> ch;

...

void consumeItems(Consumer<Integer> consumer) {
switch (ch.<Choice>select()) {

case STOP -> {}
case GO -> {

consumer.accept(ch.<Integer>com());
consumeItems(consumer);

}
default -> { throw new RuntimeException("Unexpected label"); }

}
}

} Projection

Figure 6 Projections generated by the Choral compiler for the choreography in Figure 5. Notice
the switch expression at role B that allows it to determine which behaviour to use depending on the
received label. The projections also show two different calls to select, one with a parameter that
acts as a sending operation, and one without that acts as a receiving operation.
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Choral programs. A Java class can be interpreted as a Choral class (choreography) located at
exactly one role. More interestingly, a set of Java classes can be interpreted as a choreography
involving multiple roles. This can be used not only to leverage popular and well-tested Java
libraries by exposing them as single-role choreographies, but also in order to implement
higher-order choreographic patterns whose implementation requires interfacing with the
lower-level Java runtime. One immediate use-case for this kind of functionality is using it to
implement new kinds of Choral channels in terms of pure Java code. This gives flexibility to
the programmer in deciding exactly how to perform the communication and what kind of
communication format to use.

In fact, Choral’s expressivity and extensibility have been central to our implementation
of IRC. In particular, as we shall see later, we developed a custom channel implementation
in order to control the wire format, and wrote a lightweight higher-order Choral library to
handle IRC’s messaging model.

3 Architecture

We start out by describing the overall architecture of our choreographic implementations of
an IRC client and server. For the time being, we skip discussing the inner details of the IRC
choreography itself and focus only on the high-level structure of the components, showing
how the projected libraries and additional application code interact to bring the system
together. In Section 4 we will come back to describe in full detail the actual workings of the
choreography and how we dealt with IRC’s full-duplex asynchronous model.

We model the client–server protocol as a choreography Irc@(Client, Server) of two
roles, Client and Server, describing the interactions between an IRC server and only one
IRC client (Figure 7). A real-world server of course has to be able to support many clients at
the same time. The way we achieve this and the overall architecture are shown in Figure 8.

The code projected for the server (Irc_Server) is instantiated many times, once for each
client that connects, and all instances are run concurrently by means of a thread pool. The
instances use a shared state component to keep track of information global to the server, such
as the set of all connected clients, the set of currently existing channels and their members,
etc. This information is required to send messages to other clients, broadcast messages to
other channel members, announce that a client has joined or left a channel, and so on. It
is important to note that our development does not fix the implementation of the shared
state component. While we offer a default in terms of shared memory, in general, this can be

EPP EPP

Irc@(Client, Server)

Irc_Client Irc_Server

Figure 7 The IRC choreography involves two roles, Client and Server, and consists of several
classes located at both roles. The main entrypoint is the Irc class which after projection produces
two Java classes, Irc_Client and Irc_Server.
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State

Irc_Server Application 
code

Client 1

Client 

Server

Irc_ClientApplication
code

Irc_ClientApplication 
code

Figure 8 Architecture of the choreographic IRC implementation. The server program is imple-
mented by instantiating a copy of the Irc_Server projection of the choreography for each client that
connects, while the client makes use of just one instance of the Irc_Client projection. The server’s
global state is maintained through a shared state component that each instantiation has access to.
Both the client and the server have application code for bootstrapping purposes and to provide a
simple user interface.

replaced with any implementation that respects the interface. For example, a distributed
database or cache could be used to support replicating the server, without any changes to
the choreography.

The implementation of the client on the other hand instantiates its projected code
(Irc_Client) only once. Implementations of both the server and the client contain pieces of
application code written in Java that are used to provide a simple user interface and call into
the Java libraries projected from the choreography.

4 The choreography

We now move to describing the important aspects of our choreographic code (the program
written in Choral).

4.1 Full-duplex asynchronous communication
IRC’s client–server protocol exhibits complex interaction patterns, which is where most of the
difficulty of modelling the protocol lies. The communication is full-duplex asynchronous—not
only can the client and the server send (and receive) messages simultaneously, without having
to wait for each other, but responses from both sides can arrive completely out-of-order
compared to their initial requests. Figure 9 illustrates one such case. When a client joins a
channel, the server will send it a series of messages containing the full list of the channel’s
members. At the same time however, the server might, also deliver private messages sent to
the client from other clients or channels, interleaving them with the list of members. In order
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Client

join

Server

JOIN #erlang

JOIN #erlang

353 alice = #erlang :bjarne alan

353 alice = #erlang :joe rob mike

:joe PRIVMSG #erlang Hello!

366 alice #erlang :End of list

Figure 9 An example of the asynchronous nature of the IRC protocol. After requesting to join a
channel, the client as a consequence receives a series of 353 (RPL_NAMREPLY) messages ending with
a 366 (RPL_ENDNAMES) message, but can at any moment receive any other IRC message, such as
PRIVMSG in this case.

to correctly capture this sort of asynchronous interaction, we use an event queue model.
At the heart of the IRC choreography is a pair of event queues whose events are processed

by a similar pair of concurrently-running event handlers, as illustrated by Figure 10. It is
interesting to observe that for the purposes of the interaction pattern itself, i.e., disregarding
the differences in behaviour as described by the IRC specification, the client and the server
are on a completely equal footing, making the pattern symmetrical. This is why for the
time being we refer to the two roles as just A and B, rather than Client and Server. In our
setting, the events are the IRC messages processed by the two participants, but could in
general be any sort of data.

Both of the roles have their own event queue that contains the events that are to be
processed by that role. The event queues are manipulated by two event loops running
concurrently in the background (not shown in the diagram). When an event is ready to be
handled, the loop takes care of calling the correct handler, on(T@A) or on(T@B), written as a
normal choreographic method. It is important to note that, while the event queues and the
events within them are local to each role, the event handlers contain choreographic code that
involves both roles and communications between them.

Each event handler accepts a single event at a time from the appropriate queue depending
on the role of its single parameter—the handler on(T@A) accepts events located at role A,
while the handler on(T@B) accepts events located at role B, respectively. The dequeued event
is processed in some way and can trigger a communication with the second participant. On
the receiving side, the other participant can do processing of its own and will as a result
usually enqueue one or more new events onto its own event queue, ready to be processed by
the other event handler. For example, an event added to the queue at role A (perhaps by the
application code controlling the user interface) would be passed to on(T@A) and processed,
with some information being communicated via a channel to role B. Role B could then make
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use of that information and enqueue new events onto its own queue, possibly representing a
reply to the initial event. The interplay between the two event handlers is what drives the
system.

If the channel implementation supports it, it is possible for both handlers to actually share
the same communication channel and use it concurrently. In our case, this is a requirement
that comes from the protocol’s specification itself, as IRC is based on the full-duplex TCP
transport protocol. This introduces the potential for races depending on what sort of
communications the event handlers perform internally. For example, if both handlers try to
send a message in the same direction at the same time, it might happen that one handler
receives the message intended for the other. Writing such code would be a programming
mistake and it is therefore important that each handler be in charge of only a single direction
of communication over the channel. Luckily, Choral’s type system is powerful enough to
enforce such a constraint through the use of the previously mentioned DiChannel interface.
A DiChannel@(A, B)<T> can be made available to on(T@A), while a DiChannel@(B, A)<T>
can be made available to on(T@B), ensuring that the communication directions of the two
handlers are different at all times.

The projection of the choreography for each role naturally contains a single event queue,
but also includes the projections of both of the event handlers, since both roles are involved
in each of them. Just like in the choreography, the two event handler projections must be
run concurrently in order for the participant to be able to send and receive events at the
same time. At A, the projection of handler on(T@A) will be the one handling events from the
queue and communicating information to B, while the projection of on(T@B) will be the one
receiving information from B and enqueuing new events as a result (vice versa at B).

The Events library

To remove the burden of having to manually arrange for the projections to run concurrently
and allow the pattern to be easily reused by any other choreography that involves similar
asynchronous interactions between its participants, we packaged the implementation of the
pattern into a new higher-order choreography called Events@(A, B). The choreography is
parametric with respect to the kind of events being communicated, taking the event type
as a type parameter. For simplicity’s sake we only accept a single type parameter, but we
could have also chosen to use two to parameterise the types of events at each role separately.
The pattern completely abstracts away the low-level details of managing the concurrently
running handlers and the event queue, while exposing enough functionality and hooks so
that the main choreography can specify how the events are handled and generated.

The interface that Events provides consists of three methods, and how we make use
of it will be described in Section 4.2. The method run is the entrypoint and takes four
choreographies as parameters.

public interface Events@(A, B)<T@X> {
void run(EventHandler@(A, B)<T> eventHandlerA,

EventHandler@(B, A)<T> eventHandlerB,
LocalHandler@A localHandlerA,
LocalHandler@B localHandlerB);

EventQueue@A<T> queueA();
EventQueue@B<T> queueB();

}
Choral

The two choreographies of type EventHandler represent the event handlers and expose
the mentioned on methods.
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Events@(A, B)<T>

Events_A<T> Events_B<T>

aaa

queue@A queue@B

enqueueon(T@A)
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dequeue
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on(T)
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on(T)
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channel
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Figure 10 Architecture of the full-duplex asynchronous choreographic pattern. Events are
stored within two queues whose events are processed by two concurrently-running event handlers,
represented by the choreographic methods on(T@A) and on(T@B). Notice how each role gets the
projections of each event handler, a consequence of the behaviour of both roles being involved in
both of the handlers.
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public interface EventHandler@(A, B)<T@X> {
void on(T@A event);

}
Choral

Local events and error handling

The location of the event received by the on method depends on the the first role parameter
of this choreography, which is why the two handler parameters have reversed role lists. Even
though the signature of on mentions just a single role, its implementation can still involve
all roles mentioned in the role list of the EventHandler choreography itself. Calling run
will start the concurrent execution of eventHandlerA’s and eventHandlerB’s on methods,
blocking on the queues until an event is ready.

The other two choreographies are of type LocalHandler and we mention them for the
sake of completeness. They are both located at a single role and are provided as hooks for the
application code to react to errors or the event loop stopping (e.g., due to a QUIT message).

public interface LocalHandler@X {
boolean@X onError(Exception@X e);
void onStop();

}
Choral

In particular, method onError is used to handle exceptions thrown within either of the
two event handlers. The method receives the exception thrown and in the end has to decide
whether to keep the choreography running by returning an appropriate boolean value. This is
the primary way in which we handle faults and detect situations such as clients disconnecting
ungracefully by terminating the connection, etc. Method onStop is provided as a hook for the
application code to run any necessary cleanup once the choreography has fully terminated.

Methods queueA and queueB of the interface can be used to get an instance of EventQueue
which provides a limited interface to the corresponding queue, with the only available
operation being enqueuing a new event (which is appropriately a thread-safe operation).

public interface EventQueue@X<T@X> {
void enqueue(T@X event);

}
Choral

While this is just one out of many useful choreographic patterns, modelling such patterns
using higher-order choreographies is a natural way to achieve extensibility and avoid code
duplication, and is one of Choral’s key strengths.

4.2 Internet Relay Chat
Armed with our choreographic pattern and new library, we can now move onto explaining
the top-level Irc@(Client, Server) choreography and how it makes use of the pattern.

Main choreography and messages

In the context of IRC, the events that the participants process are the IRC messages
themselves. A message is represented by a Message object that provides methods for
accessing its components and serializing it to a string. Messages can be constructed by
invoking the constructor or parsing a string.
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public class Message@X {
public Message(Source@X source, Command@X command, List@X<String> params) { ... }

public Source@X getSource() { ... }
public Command@X getCommand() { ... }
public List@X<String> getParams() { ... }
public String@X getParam(int@X n) { ... }

public static Message@X parse(String@X str) { ... }
public String@X toString() { ... }

}
Choral

The various types of IRC messages are represented by the Command enumeration.

public enum Command@X { NICK, USER, JOIN, PRIVMSG, ... }
Choral

Implementing the IRC protocol now boils down to using the Events pattern and providing
the appropriate definitions for its event handlers. The Irc@(Client, Server) choreography
provides a run method of its own that invokes the pattern with the necessary arguments,
which are all choreographies that are part of the complete IRC definition.

public class Irc@(Client, Server) {
private Events@(Client, Server)<Message> events;
private IrcChannel@(Client, Server) ch;

...

public void run() {
events.run(

new IrcClientHandler@(Client, Server)(
events.queueB(), ch, clientUi, serverState, clientId),

new IrcServerHandler@(Client, Server)(
events.queueA(), ch, clientUi, serverState, clientId),

new IrcClientLocalHandler@Client(
events.queueA(), clientUi),

new IrcServerLocalHandler@Server(
events.queueB(), serverState, clientId));

}

public void enqueue(Message@Client message) { events.queueA().enqueue(message); }
public void enqueue(Message@Server message) { events.queueB().enqueue(message); }

}
Choral

All of the choreographies are provided references to the required components that allow
them to work: the queues for enqueuing new events, the channel for communicating, and a
few other objects to interface with the application code and keep track of the details regarding
the participants. The IRC interface also exposes the pattern’s enqueue methods that can be
used to add new events into the system. In fact, that is the application code’s primary way
of interacting with the choreography. Running the choreography by invoking the run method
only sets up the concurrent execution of the event handlers that block waiting for events
from the queues. The application code must then kick-start the interaction by adding new
events into the queue. At the client this might happen as a consequence of a user interaction,
while at the server it might be an automated job, such as periodically pinging the clients.

The basic structure of both event handlers is shown below. Depending on the command
of the message, a corresponding branch of the switch expression is chosen in order to handle
it. We model each kind of IRC message as a separate subtype of Message to provide a nicer
and more semantically rich interface to the user of the choreography, but also for reasons
that will become clear in Section 5.2. Casts are used to recover the concrete subtype of the
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message once the command is known, which is possible since we maintain a strict one-to-one
mapping between the two (Choral does not actually support cast syntax yet, but we use it
as syntax sugar to avoid clutter; in reality we call out to an external utility function written
in Java). Since our events are raw IRC messages, there is no need for the handlers to do any
additional processing when a message is dequeued. Instead, the message is immediately sent
to the other participant who then has to decide how to react to it. Note that we are required
to perform a selection in each case of the switch. The selection is conceptually redundant as
the same information already exists in the data itself. We will revisit this issue in Section 5.2.

public void on(Message@X msg) {
switch (msg.getCommand()) {

case PING -> {
ch.<Command>select(Command@X.PING);
PingMessage@X ping = ch.<PingMessage>com((PingMessage) msg);
...

}

case PONG -> {
ch.<Command>select(Command@X.PONG);
PongMessage@X pong = ch.<PongMessage>com((PongMessage) msg);
...

}

case NICK -> {
ch.<Command>select(Command@X.NICK);
NickMessage@X nick = ch.<NickMessage>com((NickMessage) msg);
...

}

...

default -> { throw new RuntimeException("Unexpected command"@X); }
}

}
Choral

As an example, consider the case of Client wanting to send a PING message to Server,
and Server responding with a PONG message. We show the relevant portions of the two event
handlers, IrcClientHandler and IrcServerHandler, and their on methods. The operation
starts externally by a PING message being enqueued onto the client’s queue (e.g., by the
application code driving the user interface). The message is picked up by the on(Message@
Client) method that chooses the corresponding case and then performs a communication to
transfer the message and signal a choice to the server at the same time. After receiving the
message, the server performs local checks in order to confirm that the client has registered
and that the message is not malformed. In IRC, the PING message must contain a value called
a token that must be sent back in the corresponding PONG. If everything is valid, the server
enqueues a PONG message with the same token onto its own queue. Otherwise, it enqueues
one of the numeric replies to report an error. All three branches are completely local to
the server and don’t involve the client, which is why a selection is not necessary in this
case. After some time, the enqueued message will be picked up by the on(Message@Server)
method that proceeds in a similar manner—a case is chosen based on the message’s command
and the message and the decision are communicated using the channel. Once the client
receives the PONG message it can be sure that the server is still online, and in this case it
just displays a message on the screen. The implementation uses the exact same pattern to
implement handling of all of the other message types necessary for a minimal working IRC
implementation.
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As mentioned before, both handlers receive a channel of type DiChannel@(A, B) ensuring
that they can only ever send messages in a single direction, avoiding the potential for races
when communicating messages. This is possible because our custom IrcChannel@(A, B)
type implements Choral’s SymChannel@(A, B) interface, which makes it a subtype of both
and DiChannel@(B, A).

public class IrcClientHandler@(Client, Server)
implements EventHandler@(Client, Server)<Message> {

...

public IrcClientHandler(EventQueue@Server serverQueue,
DiChannel@(Client, Server) ch,
ClientUi@Client clientUi,
ServerState@Server serverState,
long@Server clientId) { ... }

public void on(Message@Client msg) {
switch (msg.getCommand()) {

case PING -> {
ch.<Command>select(Command@Client.PING);
PingMessage@Server ping = ch.<PingMessage>com((PingMessage) msg);

if (!serverState.isRegistered(clientId)) {
serverQueue.enqueue(new ErrNotRegistered@Server(

"*"@Server, "You must register first"@Server));
} else if (!ping.hasEnoughParams()) {

serverQueue.enqueue(new ErrNeedMoreParams@Server(
serverState.getNickname(clientId),
"Need more parameters"@Server));

} else {
serverQueue.enqueue(new PongMessage@Server(

Util@Server.HOSTNAME, ping.getToken()));
}

}
...

}
}

}
Choral

public class IrcServerHandler@(Client, Server)
implements EventHandler@(Server, Client)<Message> {

...

public IrcServerHandler(EventQueue@Client clientQueue,
DiChannel@(Server, Client) ch,
ClientUi@Client clientUi,
ServerState@Server serverState,
long@Server clientId) { ... }

public void on(Message@Server msg) {
switch (message.getCommand()) {

case PONG -> {
ch.<Command>select(Command@Server.PONG);
PongMessage@Client pong = ch.<PongMessage>com((PongMessage) msg);
clientUi.println(pong.toString());

}
...

}
}

}
Choral
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Generated code and choreographic abstraction advantage

We can see that one is able to access objects located both at the client and the server
within both of the on methods, making the approach truly choreographic. The benefit of
the choreographic programming style compared to writing the implementation of each role
by hand can be seen by comparing the choreography with the projections generated by the
Choral compiler, which follow the traditional style of using send and receive actions over
channels. Even if the IRC choreography features only two roles, we have experienced that
the choreographic approach offers a tangible reduction of complexity. In particular, causality
is harder to see in the projected code, because it happens at different locations and through
network side-effects. The choreography on the other hand uses clearly recognisable method
calls all visible in one place, so it is always possible to see the consequences of processing a
message.

To illustrate, note how in the projection snippets below the code paths for a ping message
is now split and communication happens via a network side-effect.

public class IrcClientHandler_Client implements EventHandler_A<Message> {
public void on(Message msg) {

switch (msg.getCommand()) {
case PING -> {

ch.<Command>select(Command.PING);
ch.<PingMessage>com((PingMessage) msg));

}
...

}
}

} Projection

public class IrcClientHandler_Server implements EventHandler_B<Message> {
public void on() {

switch (ch.<Command>select()) {
case PING -> {

PingMessage ping = ch.<PingMessage>com();

if (!serverState.isRegistered(clientId)) {
serverQueue.enqueue(new ErrNotRegistered(

"*", "You must register first"));
} else if (!ping.hasEnoughParams()) {

serverQueue.enqueue(new ErrNeedMoreParams(
serverState.getNickname(clientId), "Need more parameters"));

} else {
serverQueue.enqueue(new PongMessage(

Util.HOSTNAME, ping.getToken()));
}

}
...

}
}

} Projection

To grasp more clearly the difference in complexity between following a choreography
and code written with traditional send and receive actions, we can look at the interactions
between the different classes in the source choreography and the compiled code. An illustrative
example is given by the interaction diagrams in Figure 11.

The first diagram is about our choreography. It tracks the interactions for a simple
asynchronous message–reply exchange among the involved classes—the main Irc@(C, S)
choreography and the two event handlers, IrcClientHandler@(C, S) and IrcServerHandler
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Figure 11 Two interaction diagrams showcasing the difference between the choreographic (top)
and the local (bottom) perspectives in the implementation of a protocol.

@(C, S). Interactions are determined by method calls and it is easy to see how events at a
role trigger the enqueueing of events at another role.

The second diagram tracks the same flow in our projected implementation. The diagram
is substantially more complicated, not least because we have twice as many classes interacting
now (given by the fact that we have separate code running at the client and the server).
Furthermore, reconstructing what happens now requires the difficult analysis of predicting
how send and receive actions will match at runtime for message exchanges, which we draw as
red lines. Red lines indicates network communications, and in this specific case they trigger
an asynchronous invocation of the remote side’s projected method on().

5 Interoperability

In this section, we present how we achieved interoperability with existing implementations of
IRC clients and servers.
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5.1 Controlling the wire format

In our implementation, IRC messages are represented using normal Java objects of type
Message. Transferring Java objects across the network could be done with the help of a
serialisation library, however, that would result in the communication using a custom binary
protocol controlled by the library. Such an implementation would obviously not be able to
interoperate with an existing third-party implementation that follows the standard, even
though its choreographic behaviour closely mimics that of IRC. Controlling the wire format
is therefore a concern orthogonal to implementing the choreography’s behaviour. Rather,
what we would like is for our communication to respect the wire format specified by IRC
while preserving our object abstraction. For example, communicating an object of type
PingMessage should actually end up transferring the UTF-8 encoded string PING <token>
as specified by IRC.

To address this issue we make use of Choral’s extensibility and implement a custom
Choral channel—IrcChannel@(A, B). The channel is implemented as a set of classes in Java
and exposed as a single Choral class through a header file. Because the channel is purpose-
specific, we restrict the set of values it is able to transfer to just subtypes of our Message
type. The implementation is conceptually simple and implements the (de)serialisation of
Message according to IRC’s rules. We use a couple of helper methods (write and read) and
don’t show some of the less interesting details for the sake of clarity (e.g., buffering of the
messages, verifying the correctness of the data, etc.).

The base of the implementation, IrcChannelImpl, is essentially a wrapper around Java’s
ByteChannel and contains methods used by both projections of IrcChannel. Its com methods
implement the conversion between a subtype of Message and a sequence of bytes sent across
the wire. To send a message, the method com(M@X) calls msg.toString() to generate an
IRC message string and sends it over the channel. Since we’re dealing with a TCP stream,
the method com() for receiving a message has to take care of buffering a portion of its
input and detecting the message boundaries. Once a message has been picked out it can be
parsed and an appropriate subtype of Message can be constructed based on its command.
The implementation expects to be able to cast the constructed subtype to the generic type
parameter M provided at the call site. In case the cast fails because invalid data is received,
the channel will throw an exception which will propagate out of the event handler and can
be handled by the application code.
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public class IrcChannelImpl implements SymChannelImpl<Message> {
private static final int MAX_SIZE = 512;
private static final byte[] CRLF = new byte[] {0x0D, 0x0A};
private ByteChannel channel;
private ByteBuffer buffer;

...

public <M extends Message> Unit com(M msg) {
write(channel, encode(msg.toString()));

}

public <M extends Message> M com() {
read(channel, buffer, MAX_SIZE);
Message m = Message.parse(findNext(buffer, CRLF));
... // Verify that parsing succeeded and create the proper subtype.
return (M) m;

}

...
} Application

However, the implementation does not end with com as we also have to implement support
for selections. The full problem and our solution to communicating selections along with data
payloads will be described in Section 5.2, but until then we take an incremental approach and
deal with the situation of implementing a custom wire format while still performing explicit
selections. This requires us to come up with an encoding of selections that is compatible with
IRC’s wire format. For this purpose we introduce a custom IRC command called SELECT that
transfers the chosen label by storing it in the parameters of the message. The implementation
of select can then just delegate to com in order to transmit our special message.

public class IrcChannelImpl implements SymChannelImpl<Message> {
...

public <T extends Enum<T>> Unit select(T label) {
return com(new Message(

null, Command.SELECT, List.of(label.getClass().getName(), label.name())));
}

public <T extends Enum<T>> T select() {
Message m = com();
... // Verify that m is a valid SELECT message.
return Enum.valueOf(m.getParam(0), m.getParam(1));

}
} Application

With the base class in place, the projections IrcChannel_A and IrcChannel_B, can be
implemented as trivial subclasses.

public class IrcChannel_A extends IrcChannelImpl implements SymChannel_A<Message> {
public IrcChannel_A(ByteChannel channel) {

super(channel);
}

} Application

public class IrcChannel_B extends IrcChannelImpl implements SymChannel_B<Message> {
public IrcChannel_B(ByteChannel channel) {

super(channel);
}

} Application
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Finally, a Choral header file is provided to expose IrcChannel as a class usable from any
Choral choreography. A header file is just like a normal Choral choreography file, except that
the bodies of all methods are ignored. The only things taken into account are the signatures
of the members and the fields that the class, interface or enum exposes. In this case it is
enough to inform Choral that IrcChannel is just an extension of SymChannel, with the type
of data being communicated fixed to Message.

public class IrcChannel@(A, B) implements SymChannel@(A, B)<Message> {
public <M@X extends Message@X> M@B com(M@A m) {}
public <M@X extends Message@X> M@A com(M@B m) {}

@SelectionMethod
public <Message@X extends Enum@X<Message>> Message@B select(Message@A m) {}

@SelectionMethod
public <Message@X extends Enum@X<Message>> Message@A select(Message@B m) {}

}
Choral

5.2 Type-driven selections

The final problem to tackle with regards to interoperability are the explicit selections that
the participants have to exchange in order to agree on their choices in the choreography.
Recall that both IRC event handlers had to first perform a selection in order to signal which
branch of the switch expression was chosen.

public void on(Message@X msg) {
switch (msg.getCommand()) {

case PING -> {
ch.<Command>select(Command@X.PING);
PingMessage@X ping = ch.<PingMessage>com((PingMessage) msg);
...

}
...

}
}

Choral

This selection is conceptually unnecessary however, given that the exact same information
can already be inferred from the data communication that follows right after. Furthermore,
our code is not interoperable with third-party implementations because of this extra commu-
nication action. Even if a third-party implementation was to ignore unknown messages such
as our SELECT, our own implementation would fail immediately as it would confuse the first
incoming message for a SELECT that it is expecting. Therefore, even with our IrcChannel in
place, just controlling the wire format is not enough to achieve interoperability. To illustrate,
here is how an exchange over an IrcChannel between our IRC client (in red) and server (in
blue) might look like, captured using the network monitor tool Wireshark.
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SELECT choral.examples.irc.Command NICK
NICK alice
SELECT choral.examples.irc.Command USER
USER aph 0 * :Alyssa P. Hacker
SELECT choral.examples.irc.Command RPL_WELCOME
:irc.example.net 001 hello :Welcome to ExampleNet!
...
SELECT choral.examples.irc.Command RPL_ENDOFMOTD
:irc.example.net 376 hello :End of /MOTD command
SELECT choral.examples.irc.Command JOIN
JOIN #smalltalk
SELECT choral.examples.irc.Command JOIN
:alice JOIN #smalltalk
SELECT choral.examples.irc.Command RPL_NAMREPLY
:irc.example.net 353 hello = #smalltalk :alan dan adele
SELECT choral.examples.irc.Command RPL_NAMREPLY
:irc.example.net 353 hello = #smalltalk :ivan douglas seymour
SELECT choral.examples.irc.Command RPL_ENDOFNAMES
:irc.example.net 366 hello #smalltalk :End of names list
SELECT choral.examples.irc.Command PRIVMSG
PRIVMSG #smalltalk Hello!
SELECT choral.examples.irc.Command PRIVMSG
:alan PRIVMSG #smalltalk :Hi alice!
...

Trace

We can clearly see how each selection’s only purpose is to essentially telegraph the
command of the IRC message that is about to be sent right after. What we would like to
achieve is to fuse/merge each select–com pair into a single communication action that still
respects the IRC wire format. Unfortunately, Choral does not give us the right primitive
to implement what we want in a syntactically manifest way, nor does it have the necessary
extensibility in order for us customise its endpoint projection procedure and handling of
selections. That is why this particular feature required a (relatively minor) change to the
Choral compiler.

We introduce a new special annotation to Choral called @TypeSelectionMethod. Similar
to @SelectionMethod, it serves as a hint to the Choral compiler that the annotated method,
which we shall call a type-driven selection method, should be understood as a selection. A
type-driven selection is a communication action that effectively does the job of both select
and com, communicating a data payload that doubles as a selection label. Our approach
exploits Choral’s type system and its subtyping relation inherited from Java. The key idea is
to treat the static type of the value as the label to use. Differentiating between different labels
is then done by using different subtypes of a common supertype that is being communicated
along the channel. This gives the Choral compiler all of the necessary static information to
perform its usual correctness checks for selections and be able to project the code.

To illustrate, let us imagine that we extended DiChannel with a new type-driven selection
method called tselect. The method’s signature is equivalent to that of com, meaning that
it is able to communicate any subtype of the channel’s generic type parameter T. The
annotation however also conveys to the Choral compiler that the method should be treated
as a selection for the purpose of projection.

public interface DiChannel@(A, B)<T@X> {
...

@TypeSelectionMethod
public <S@X extends T@X> S@B tselect(S@A m);

}
Choral
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With the interface in place, we can now rewrite all usages of select followed by a com as
just a single call to tselect.

public class Handler@(A, B) implements EventHandler@(A, B)<Message> {
public void on(Message@A msg) {

switch (msg.getCommand()) {
case PING -> {

PingMessage@A ping = ch.<PingMessage>tselect((PingMessage) msg);
...

}
case PONG -> {

PongMessage@A pong = ch.<PongMessage>tselect((PongMessage) msg);
...

}
...

}
}

}
Choral

The projection for role A ends up being very similar to what we had before, with the two
calls to select and com being replaced with a single call to tselect.

public class Handler_A implements EventHandler_A<Message> {
public void on(Message msg) {

switch (msg.getCommand()) {
case PING -> { ch.<PingMessage>tselect((PingMessage) msg)); }
case PONG -> { ch.<PongMessage>tselect((PongMessage) msg)); }
...

}
}

} Projection

The projection for role B however is the interesting part. Now the switch expression is
branching on the dynamic type of the communicated value by using Java’s pattern matching
construct. The dynamic type will correspond to the type that was known statically at the
sender at the time of the communication. After the correct branch has been chosen, the
body of the branch can use the value with its full static type information once again. Notice
how the projected call to tselect no longer has a specific subtype as its type parameter,
but the common supertype Message shared by all of the types in the different branches of
the switch.

public class Handler_B implements EventHandler_B<Message> {
public void on() {

switch (ch.<Message>tselect()) {
case PingMessage ping -> { ... }
case PongMessage pong -> { ... }
...

}
}

} Projection

In order to ensure the correctness of this approach and properly project the code, the
Choral compiler has to do two things. First, it has to compute the least upper bound of
all of the subtypes used in type-driven selections of the different branches of a conditional.
This type will be the initial type of the value at the receiver, before its dynamic type is
inspected. Second, the compiler has to check that the subtypes in all of the different branches
are disjoint, in the sense that neither should be a subtype of the other. Without this last
constraint, it would not be possible to identify exactly one of the possible branches based on
the dynamic type of the received value.
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With our type-driven selections in place, the traces produced by our choreography now
comply with the IRC specification.

NICK alice
USER aph 0 * :Alyssa P. Hacker
:irc.example.net 001 hello :Welcome to ExampleNet!
...
:irc.example.net 376 hello :End of /MOTD command
JOIN #smalltalk
:alice JOIN #smalltalk
:irc.example.net 353 hello = #smalltalk :alan dan adele
:irc.example.net 353 hello = #smalltalk :ivan douglas seymour
:irc.example.net 366 hello #smalltalk :End of names list
PRIVMSG #smalltalk Hello!
:alan PRIVMSG #smalltalk :Hi alice!
...

Trace

6 Evaluation

6.1 Conformance tests
To test that our implementation is indeed interoperable, we used the code projected for the
Client and the Server in combination with some of the most popular IRC servers and clients
available today, respectively. We tested the code compiled for Client with the popular Libera
Chat [8] and W3C [33] IRC networks. The code compiled for Server, instead, was tested
with WeeChat [17], Irssi [31], HexChat [7] and Konversation [22]. The implementations of
Client and Server generated from our choreography were able to perform all of the basic
functionalities with multiple users interacting between each other and multiple channels:
joining and leaving channels, fetching the list of members for a channel, and sending messages
to channels and individual users.

We have also tested our server implementation with a publicly available suite of IRC
conformance tests called irctest [26]. The suite uses a Python driver to connect a specified
server and test whether is is able to accept and reply to standard IRC messages in a
conforming way. Our server implementation passes all of the tests related to the basic
functionalities described above. The full invocation of the suite and a list of the passed tests
are given in Appendix A.

Note that we did not implement any of the non-essential features of the IRC client–server
protocol, such as capability negotiation or user and channel modes. These features do not
present any new conceptual challenges wrt our work.

6.2 Stress tests
Although performance was not the primary goal of our development, we carried out stress
tests in order to check the scalability of the IRC server implementation generated from our
choreography. We performed two types of stress tests on an Arch Linux system (Linux 6.1.6)
with an AMD Ryzen 9 3950X processor and 64 GiB of main memory. Both of the tests make
use of GNU Parallel [32] in order to simulate up to 1500 concurrent clients connecting to the
server. When connected, each client joins a predefined channel and sends three messages
which get broadcast to all of the other members. Once done, the client sends a quit message
and disconnects from the server.

The first type of stress test simulates a scenario where clients do not wait for each other
but just connect to the server and execute their actions as soon as they can. Figure 12
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Figure 12 A plot of the wall-clock execution time measured for successive runs of the first type
of stress test, with a linearly increasing number of clients. The execution time increases linearly.

displays a plot of the measurements, with the axes representing the number of clients and
the wall-clock execution time (in seconds) of the test. We ran multiple tests in succession
with a linearly increasing number of clients. The solid purple line plots the execution time
of each test averaged over 5 runs, while the dashed green line is a linear curve fit to the
data. The graph shows that our IRC server implementation scales linearly with the number
of clients. This indicates that creating and destroying instances of (the projection of) the
choreography (one for each client) performs well, at least in the scope of our test.

The second type of stress test follows the same pattern as the first, except that now
clients perform a 10 second pause (a ‘sleep’) after connecting to the server and an additional
2 second pause between each sending action. The pauses are used to create a situation where
every client is connected to the server and can see every other client present in the channel
at the same time. Since a message sent to a channel is broadcast to all of its members, this
means that the server will end up performing approximately 3n2 message exchanges where n

is the number of clients. Figure 13 displays the measured results. As before, we ran multiple
tests in succession and plotted the execution time of each test averaged over 5 runs. The
dashed green and dash-dotted cyan lines are linear and quadratic curves fit to portions of
the data to illustrate the scalability of the server. The server tends to scale linearly up to
1000 clients, indicating that it is underloaded until that point. Afterwards, it begins scaling
quadratically as expected given the number of messages to be exchanged. Since we have
used a simple one-thread-per-client model in our architecture, the tipping point could be
moved further ahead by using ‘virtual threads’. We leave this as a future improvement, since
this level of performance is adequate to meet the loads of IRC servers found in the wild.

Overall, this preliminary performance evaluation indicates that our prototype implemen-
tation performs well, especially considering that we paid no attention to optimisation in the
implementation of our choreography.
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Figure 13 A plot of the wall-clock execution time measured for successive runs of the second
type of stress test, with a linearly increasing number of clients. Execution time tends to increase
linearly while the server is underloaded (up to 1000 clients), but then starts increasing quadratically
as expected for the number of messages that need to be exchanged.

7 Discussion

We comment on some of the conceptual advantages and challenges presented by choreographic
programming in our development.

Our choreographic implementation comes with the same guarantees provided by any
Choral program [13]. Most notably, running the projections together guarantees that
there can be no communication mismatches (caused by the choreographic code written by
the programmer). This is because communications are implemented by invoking a single
method, instead of separate send and receive actions. When interacting with third-party
implementations, such guarantees depend on the correctness of the third-party software.

Another benefit of adopting the choreographic style is readability. Since interactions are
explicitly visible in the code, we felt that it was easier to check that we were implementing
communications following the IRC specification, and that the corresponding computations
were triggered correctly. In a sense, our implementation can be seen as (a first version
of) a readable reference implementation of the IRC client–server protocol. By contrast,
understanding what other third-party implementations do is more challenging, because in
there interactions are obtained as side-effects of running send and receive actions in separate
programs at the right time (the usual challenge presented by concurrent code). Not having
to write well-timed send and receive actions also saved time when we had to write code.

Moving to the main challenge in writing our choreography, most of our development time
was spent studying and modelling the full-duplex asynchronous interaction pattern exhibited
by IRC. This is not very surprising considering that, so far, this pattern has not received
much attention in the community of choreographic programming. Our implementation of
this pattern has been written with modularity in mind, so future implementations of similar
protocols can hopefully reuse (or at least be based on) our Events library. Nevertheless, we
believe that our work showcases the need for more studies on the codification of reusable
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coordination patterns as choreographic programs. It is encouraging that Choral’s higher-order
choreographies and expressive type system allow for obtaining reusable libraries.

An additional minor technical challenge was the absence of language features that can
help with speeding up code writing. In particular, Choral does not yet have syntax for inline
lambda expressions or anonymous classes, making it necessary to create additional one-off
named classes and choreographies. Some places in the code required the use of synchronized
blocks in order to safeguard concurrent access to the state of the server that is shared between
instances of the choreography. Unfortunately, Choral does not possess the synchronized
keyword yet, but it was possible to get around the issue by calling out to Java code that
acts as a thin wrapper. Finally, Choral requires one to annotate every type and data literal
with a role. While useful in the case of types because it makes the choreography’s data flow
apparent, having to specify the role for data literals can get verbose, e.g., counter + 1@A or
"Name: "@A + name. Judging from our experience, we believe that the code would be just as
clear if the locations of literals were inferred from the context. None of these issues presented
a roadblock in the development of the choreography, since they can be worked around in
straightforward ways. Adding the necessary syntax and implementing a form of simple role
inference for Choral would improve its usability, so we think it represents interesting future
work.

8 Related work

To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first that uses choreographic programming to
develop an implementation of a real-world protocol, which is capable of interoperating with
existing third-party implementations.

The most closely related work to ours is the original presentation of Choral [14], the
choreographic programming language that we used to develop our implementation of IRC.
The original Choral paper introduces numerous examples, but none of them are aimed
at our goal. Specifically, most are toy examples or present quite simplistic interaction
patterns, neither of which are true of IRC. Furthermore, no attention is paid to the issue
of interoperability with existing software, and as we have shown simple selections based on
enumerations as in [14] are insufficient for that. By contrast, IRC has been used in the real
world for decades with many different implementations and exhibits quite complex behaviour
(full-duplex asynchronous communication).

Also related to our work are other implementations of choreographic programming
languages. Chor [4, 27] and AIOCJ [11] both project their choreographies to the Jolie
programming language [29], while Kalas [30] generates CakeML code. These works introduced
different features, including session types for choreographies and explicit service endpoints,
runtime modification of code, and a certified compilation pipeline. However, they do
not support higher-order choreographies or allow for the possibility of defining custom
communication semantics (channel implementations). Without those key features, we would
not have been able to deal with the issue of interoperability or encapsulate our full-duplex
asynchronous Events pattern into a reusable component.

A more weakly related direction of research is that on multitier programming [34]. Just
like choreographic programming, multitier programs can talk about multiple roles. However,
the way code is structured is very different: choreographic programming has a single ‘objective’
viewpoint that oversees all roles at once, which is what allows for writing explicitly how
roles should interact; whereas multitier code is always written from the local ‘subjective’
viewpoint of a single role, which can be switched to that of another role by using appropriate
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primitives [16]. Thus multitier programs are essentially nested compositions of local code.
Communications are not specified explicitly, but are rather left as implementations details
to dedicated middlewares that can realise them as they wish. Having the full control over
when communication should take place given by choreographic programming is important
for writing faithful implementations of existing protocols, as in our case. Also, multitier
programming languages typically come with fixed middlewares, but the feature of writing
our own ‘middleware’ implementation (our IRC channels) is key to our development.

9 Conclusion and Future Work

We have developed the first implementation of a real-world protocol (IRC) using choreographic
programming, which can interoperate with existing third-party implementations of the roles
in the protocol. Our work demonstrates that it is possible to apply this emerging paradigm
to the development of realistic software.

Our development also shows that the features of higher-order choreographic composition
and customisable communication semantics (channel implementations in Choral) are impor-
tant for the applicability of the paradigm, in particular when it comes to code structure and
interoperability. Aiming at interoperability has also revealed a missing piece. Namely, the
standard way of dealing with knowledge of choice in choreographic languages is too restrictive
for IRC, which led us to the introduction of type-driven selections based on subtyping.

A future line of research opened by our work is, straightforwardly, the implementation of
other real-world protocols based on different interaction patterns than the one found in IRC.
Hopefully, this kind of efforts can lead in the future to a collection of reusable choreographic
libraries for interaction patterns that make it easy and quick to implement protocols of
different kinds.

Another potential line of future work is making the Choral compiler more extensible.
In our case, we had to modify the compiler to deal with our new form of selection. We do
not know if even more general, or just different, forms of selections or other primitives will
be needed in the future to capture other protocols. To this end, allowing for user-defined
extensions or plugins of the Choral compiler (and choreographic languages in general) could
be of help.
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A Conformance Tests

In order to use irctest we first start the server and instruct it to use My.Little.Server
as its hostname by passing it as the first command-line argument. This is a minor detail
necessary only because the suite hardcodes the hostname expected in the server’s replies.

Once the server is up and running, we invoke the suite in the following way: the
environment variables specify the address and the port of the server, while the -k parameter
is used to provide a boolean expression that selects which tests to run. We only select the
tests corresponding to basic functionality and make sure to deselect more modern features
that are not part of the original specifications and that we do not implement, such as IRCv3,
message tags, etc.

IRCTEST_SERVER_HOSTNAME=127.0.0.1 IRCTEST_SERVER_PORT=8667 \
pytest --controller irctest.controllers.external_server -k "$(cat <<EOF

not IRCv3 and \
not labeled-response and \
not account-tag and \
not message-tags and \
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((testNick or \
testStarNick or \
testEmptyNick or \
testFailedNickChange or \
testEarlyNickCollision or \
testEmptyRealname) or \

testPing or \
testJoin or \
(testPart or testBasicPart) or \
testPrivmsg or \
testLineAtLimit or \
(testQuit and not Ergo))

EOF
)"

The generated test report shows that we pass all of the selected tests and that our IRC
server implementation conforms to the standard IRC behaviour:

===== test session starts =====
platform linux -- Python 3.11.2, pytest-7.2.1, pluggy-1.0.0
rootdir: /home/irc/progval-irctest, configfile: pytest.ini
collected 435 items / 389 deselected / 46 selected

irctest/server_tests/connection_registration.py ..... [ 17%]
irctest/server_tests/join.py .... [ 31%]
irctest/server_tests/messages.py ..... [ 48%]
irctest/server_tests/part.py ..... [ 65%]
irctest/server_tests/pingpong.py ... [ 75%]
irctest/server_tests/quit.py . [ 79%]
irctest/server_tests/regressions.py ...... [100%]
===== 29 passed, 389 deselected, 435 warnings in 5.76s =====

A full list of tests that have been run can be gathered by passing the –collect-only
option to pytest:

<Package server_tests>
<Module connection_registration.py>
<Class ConnectionRegistrationTestCase>

<Function testQuitDisconnects>
<Function testQuitErrors>
<Function testNickCollision>
<Function testEarlyNickCollision>
<Function testEmptyRealname>

<Module join.py>
<Class JoinTestCase>

<Function testJoinAllMessages>
<Function testJoinNamreply>
<Function testJoinTwice>
<Function testJoinPartiallyInvalid>

<Module messages.py>
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<Class PrivmsgTestCase>
<Function testPrivmsg>
<Function testPrivmsgNonexistentChannel>
<Function testPrivmsgToUser>
<Function testPrivmsgNonexistentUser>

<Class LengthLimitTestCase>
<Function testLineAtLimit>

<Module part.py>
<Class PartTestCase>

<Function testPartNotInEmptyChannel>
<Function testPartNotInNonEmptyChannel>
<Function testBasicPart>
<Function testBasicPartRfc2812>
<Function testPartMessage>

<Module pingpong.py>
<Class PingPongTestCase>

<Function testPing>
<Function testPingNoToken>
<Function testPingEmptyToken>

<Module quit.py>
<Class ChannelQuitTestCase>

<Function testQuit>
<Module regressions.py>

<Class RegressionsTestCase>
<Function testFailedNickChange>
<Function testStarNick>
<Function testEmptyNick>
<Function testNickRelease>
<Function testNickReleaseQuit>
<Function testNickReleaseUnregistered>
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